
THE CHALLENGE

ISO certification is a complex, sensitive and admin-heavy process.

Clients need to rely on certification consultants and vendors to ensure 
successful ISO certification. With so many criteria involved, consultants  
are under constant pressure to deliver as gap analyses not only take time 
to complete but they’re risky; there is the potential of costly  
administration errors.
 
Considering these challenges, a system to evolve the process is not only 
beneficial, it’s necessary.

THE SOLUTION

A comprehensive digital platform to prepare for certification. 

intu-it ISO is a comprehensive, intelligent digital platform designed  
for consultants and vendors handling the ISO certification process. 
Accessible on multiple devices, consultants can use it anywhere, anytime.

intu-it ISO supports consultants – from gap analysis to certification  
– through structured questions and a simple point and click format.  
Critical information is accessible when it’s needed most and clients’  
needs are recorded in real time, automatically populating reports.

intu-it ISO is made to address the daily challenges  
faced by consultants to make their jobs easier.



THE BOTTOM LINE

Reduces turnaround time.

By minimising the time needed to conduct integral aspects of the 
certification process, intu-it ISO supports consultants. It reduces the  
chance of errors by decreasing the administration burden altogether. 

Because intu-it ISO addresses the challenges that certification  
consultants face on a daily basis it is the perfect digital platforms for 
vendors that are serious about their clients.

BENEFITS FOR THE CONSULTANT:
• ‘On-the-job’ access to information means less preparation time needed  

for consultations and access to reference material at point of onversation.
• Identifying and recording gaps and compliance quickly and effectively 

during analysis reduces time wastage.       
• Automatically generated and consolidated digital reports after 

the session means quicker turnaround times for clients and less 
administration for consultants  

BENEFITS FOR THE COMPANIES:
• The ability to check if you are ready for ISO certification by completing  

a gap analysis and compliance advisor.
• A report that details your company’s ISO gaps and compliance is 

immediately available after completing the questions.  
• Helps you to be ‘more prepared’ for an ISO audit as you have an 

understanding of where you are with regards to your gaps  
and compliances.

• Potentially saves you time and costs to become certified as your gaps 
and compliances have been reported on via a self-diagnosis and this can 
be shared with the SMEs for further certification.

  
BENEFITS FOR MANAGERS:
• A weekly usage report gives an indication of consultation availability.  

This could be used as part of resource planning and the allocations  
of new tasks/projects.

• Contributes to potential cross-sale/pipeline opportunities.
• Information on-hand could lead to shorter turnaround times for  

cross-sale proposals to clients.


